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Two decades ago Zel'dovich (1) pointed out that a l~eutral current iril.eraction of 

strength comparable to weak charged currents could lead to dettctzblc parity violation: 

$1 s . . . . in the scattering of electrons by protons the interacLinn 

will interlere with the Coulomb scattering and non-conservation of parity will. appear 

in terms of the fi.rst order i.n the small quantity C." 

Zel’dovich cstimrttcd that for the scattering of longitudinally polarized elec- 

trons with momcntux transfer Q2 - l-1 2 

P 
, the va;-iation of the cro:;s section with elec- 

tron helicity would be in the range from 10 -3 
t.0 10--4. It took nearly two decades 

hefore this effect was observed experimentally. The long time iag rei!.ects the dif- 

ficulties in producing intense beams of polarized electrons, and, in r:?trospect, a 

rather puzzling lack of interest on the port of experimcntalists in the 1960's. It 

was only after the theoretical progress which led to the Wei&erg-Salam SC(Z) x U(1) 

model(2), and particularly after t'liooft (3) showed that such gauge theories with spcnta- 

neous symqctry breaking were renormaliz.?llc,that the notion CL a neutral current in- 

teraction became compelling for most cxperimentalists. 

In the Weinberg-Salam model leptons carry weak isospin and weak hypercharge. 

The left-handed electron and the neutrino form an isospin douLlet and the right-handed 

electron ii a singlet. Four intermediate bosons are introduced: 

w+, w", w-, an iso triplet with (V-A) coupling 

B", an is0 singlet 

which then describe the weak and electromagnetic interaction tllrough the interaction 
-r--b 

27!? = 
int 

g(J *W +tanO J Y B 
a a an 

) 

where 7 a is the (V-A) weak isospin current and 3: is the weak hyperchargc current. 

The W' mesons mediate the charged current interactions. One linear combination of 

W" and B" corresponds to the photon; the remaining boson is a new particle: 

y = - sin8W W"+cosO w B", 
\ 

with (V) coupling 

z" = ~0~8~ W"+sinBW B" 

The Z'will result in ncucral current interactions of strength comparable to the 

charged weak interaction and with a rather complicated chiral and isospin structure. 
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The theory contains one free paremeter,O,!, in term>-, of which the masses of the % 
intermediate bosons are predicted: 

MZ = MW/cosOW 

M =o 
Y 

This model then predicts all the weak and electromagnetic interactions of leptons 

in terms of this one parameter, 8 w * The theory can be extended to include the quarks. 

When this was first attempted with the up, dab-n and strange quarks, the model predic- 

ted rates for strangeness changing decays whic!i were much higher than those observed 

experimentally. 

The advent of the "GI:l" mechanism shoded 1~0~~ the addition of a fourth (charmed) 
'1 

quark could lead to a cancellation of strangeness changing neutral (4) currents. The 

left-handed quarks are assigned to doublets (wit?1 Cabibbo mixing) and the right- 

handed quarks are singlets. Kith this modification the Veinberg-Salam model (often 

called the "standard model" in this or a later 6 quark incarnation) predicts weak 

and electromagnetic interacti.ons between all fermions. (Free quarks are hard to come 

by, so the quark-parton model. must be used when predicting the results of experiments 

involving hadrons. This introduces some ambiguity into the predi.cti.ons, tlie impor- 

tance of which depends on the particular process being studied.) The existence of 

weak neutral currents appears to be a general property of theories unifying the weak 

and electromagnetic interactions. 

At the Bonn conference in 1973, the observation of neutral currents in the 

reactions 

v -t N + v + hadrons 

v + N + v + hadrons 

was announced. The first published results came from the Gargamelle collaboration (5) 

who were able to demonstrate rather convincingly that tlley were seeing neutrino 

induced events with no muon in the final state. Similar results for much higher 

energy neutrinos were soon published by the Earvard-Penn-Wisconsin collaboration 

working at NALt6'. Since then several groups have seen the neutral currents in many 

different interacticns. For each reaction the value of sin2AW in the standard (Wein- 

berg-Salam) model can be extracted. Figure 1 shows the status of various determi- 

nations of 2 sin t3 
(7) w 

taken from Baltay's talk in the Proceedings of the Tokyo Conference 

last year . 

All these neutrino experiments are consistent with a single value of sin217iJ, 

and can, therefore, be described by the Veinberg-Salam model. 
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Summary of fft:eosuremen!s of 

sin2 0, in NeuFrino Reactions 

1.0 

sin%, 

Figure 1 
36iOA3 

It is clearly of great interest 1:~ study processes 

where electrons interact wit11 hadror-is in order to se<' --.-- .^_^ ..-.- - 
i.f coupli.n~c w!lich don'L jnvolve neutrinos are al-so 

correctly de>cr:ihed by the theory. In many gauge 

theory models, including L!einberg-Salam, t?lc neutral 

current interaction does not con.serve !>arity . (E>:I>eri- 

ments with neutrinos cannot test parity conservatiou 

directly since one cannot cr;mpare, for example, reac- 

tion rates for left and right-hclndeti neutrinos, but 

only rates for left-handed neutrinos and right-handec! 

antineutrinos.) Neutral current exprriments with 

electrons face an obvious difficulty in that the 

coupling of the neutral current is indeed k-e&. com- 

pared with clec~tro~ajirlctism. so far, all of t!ie 

experiments involving electrons search for evidence 

of parity ViOlati@il whi<h arises from an interfcrencr between the weak and electro- -_--- 
magnetic diagrams: 

Figure 2 

Since the electromagnetic interaction conserves parity to all orders, parity violation 

is a relatively easy way to observe the effects of neutral weak curre:lts. For energies 

<i I4 
Zcl 

the violations will be proportional to the square of the momentum transfer 

since the electromagnetic in:-eraction has a l/Q* dependence whereas the neutral CUT- 

rent interaction will behave like l/(M~ +Q2) * 
0 

Three kinds of electron experiments have been reported to date. Two of these 

are atomic physics measurements of great ingenuity and the other is the deep inelastic 

scattering experiment that I will describe below. 

The first published experiments with quoted errors small enough to see the ef- 

fects predicted by the standard model were measurements of the optical rotation of 

plane polarized light in iii Vapor. Current values of the rotation are given in 

Table I for three different experiments. 



(IO-’ rfiij (10-8) ( ;o-p- j - -__. - __-_____ .____ _- _____ --_-.- -.______ --.-L _._-- --- 

Seatt1.e (6) 0757 -2.5 f 2.7 -10 to --I8 

Oxford (9) 6480 $2.7 i- 4.7 -13 to -23 

?!0Vcj.S~.hi.rsl: (10) 645.50 -. 15; 1 5 -13 to -23 

In the Spring of 1978, the fi,, vt. t resillts from t!7F! deep inelastic experiment (11) 

showed si.gnificant pari:y violation and gave consi de;.aL!lc- support t-0 :112 standard 

model. L2tc.r Ln the year, results from the “cl rcular dic.hroi SiO” experiment on 

thallium, carried out at L?erl~;clcy by Commins c?t al (:2) . , also shwcd a posiLive ef- 

feet. T!le standard n:odcI is now a1;:los-t uni vcir” = -.,,,l.l.y accept.ecI and theoretical i.nterest 

is shiftj.ng rapidly towards under.,., ~~-~nding the reasons for the replication of leptons 

and quarks, and attempting to incl.ude the strong interacti.ons (and even gravitation) 

in unificjd theories. 

J 

An interesting sidelight of the unified gauge theories is a parallel unificatiozl 

in eXpc?rirrieiltal phys j cs - it is pieasant to be rexinded that fields as disparate as 

high energy physics, neutrino physics at nucl.ear reactors and atomic p?lysic.s are 

still connected with eacil other at a fundamental level. 

THE SIAC-Y&P: FSPERTXENT ____--- 

The experiment measures a difference in t!le e-cl inelastic cross section for 

right and left-handed electrons. Since the change frc~m right to left.-handed electrons 

is equivalent to a mirror reflection of the who1.e cxperimcnt, it is evident that 

Such a difference is p2>Ctn.z ,-“i:cLe evidence for parity viol.ation. 
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A schematic of the experinental setup? is shorjn in Figure 3. 

I 7. TO ELECTEONlCS +----------- 
1.111 I (*------~_ 

Figure 3 

Polarized electrons are accelerated in the SLAC linac and traverse a target of 

liquid deuterium. A crude spectrometer analyzes electrons scat,tered (do:+nwardj at 

an angle of 4'. The electrons are detected in a Ccrenkov counter and in a total 

absorption counter made of two lead glass blocks. Since the expected effect is 

- 1o-4 or less, both statistical and systematic e'rrors must be .. IO -5 or better and 

much of the experimental effort went: into studies of both kinds of error. 

POLAKIZED SOURCE 

The most essential new element in the experiment is the polarized source, de-- 

veloped by some of the members of t?ie collaboration (13) , The source is based on 

the photo emi ssion of (- l:OX) polarized 

electrons by circularly polarized light 

from a crystal of Gallium Arsenide, the 

surface of which has been treated to lower 

the work function. Figure 4 shows a sche- 

matic of the source. The laser is pulsed 

120 times per second, in synchronism tjith 

the r.f. pulsing of the linac. Electrons 

emitted by the crystal are accelerated in 

the gun structure and focussed into a beam 

for injection into the linac. Instanta- 

neous currents of up to half an ampere 

have been achieved and we have accelerated 

up to 4 s 1011 electrons per pulse through 

the linac, quite near to the maximum 

achieved with the regular SLAC guns. 

,r 

mv 
Focussing Coils 

90" @end 
Mognei Accelerator 

4 Oplicol 

be Polarizer 
Loser 

-7100 % 

I- 
Mirror 

Figure 4 
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The polZlr!iZation of the laser light is controlJer1 by a calcite prism xbj.cll se- 

lects linearly polarized light, and a Po~kels cell. which converts from linear pol.ari.-- 

zation to circular polarizatiou. The si~gn 

of the circular polarization can be revx::ed 

by changing the sign of the vo3.tage on the 

Pockels cell, and this change can be made 

between beam pulses. Thz sign of circular 

polarization can also be reversed by rota- 

tgng the plane of the linear polarization 

by go", and this fact is used in experimen- 

tal checks of tile "fast" reversal scheme. We 

operate the source with a random c!ioice of 

sign of the Pockels' cell voltage for each 

beam pulse. The resulting randomization of 

electron helicity avoids synchronism of heli- 

city changes with any perj.odic effects, and 

the rapid changes in polarization minimize 

the effects of drifts in the apparatus. 

The polarizati.on of the electrons is 

measured after acceleration, and the polari- 

zation is checked every few hours during 

data runs. A- 

PockF;ls Cell 
(circulo: polarizer) 

Slcs? f?eier;ot 
(rotalad by 90") 

Ccilcilf Prism 
(lineor polofizer) 

EEAH MONITORS -- 

The fact that the measured scattering cross section depends on beam parameters 

like beam position, angle of the beam at the target, and beam energy means that these 

parameters should not vary systematically when the hclicity is reversed. A set of 

beam monitors was developed based on resonant cavities xdhich are excited by the 
(14) (bunched) electron beam (See Fig. 6). The monitors are sensitive to position changes 

of a few microns. Sets of cavities are used to measure position and angle both before 

and after the beam transport system in the "A" line at SILK. Another monitor measures 

beam position at a point in the transport system where there is energy dispersion 

and determines the average beam energy in a given pulse to an accuracy of about 0.01%. 

Signals from the resonant cavities are used to generate feedback signals (via a micro- 

computer) to keep average beam positicn, angle and energy constant. All monitor infor- 

mation is recorded along with other experimental data so that w can determine even 

very small differences i.n the beam parameters brt;~ecn "right-handed" and "left--handed" 



Figure 6 

beam pulses. Our ah was to reduce sue11 cliffercnces to tilt point' r;tiere corrections 

to tile data could be ignored. !Je succeeded to the extent that t?le errors from beam 

differences are zmal.lcr than the statistical errors on L\ur lllC-asLllIeIlle?lts . 

Included in the monj.torjng system arc txo indepcndeut toroidnl ferrite lOdl) 

Current monitors (") whic~l measure the nunber of e IeCtICOiIS j.n a pulse t0 - 0.1%. 

THE SCtlTTERIXG ESPEKIMCNT _____-_-_ 

The beam passes through a 30 c'm long cleuteri-urn tnrgct and sole of rhe electrons 

scattered in the target pass throug?! a spectrometer consisting oi 2 bendin lIl;Agri?ts 

separated by a qusdrupole which is focussing r--i-----T---~l?-'- -1 
in the bend plane. Ap/p for this arrangc- 

ment is -30%. Electrons are detected in a 

gas Cerenkov counter filled with N2 at at- 

mospheric pressure and al.so in two lead 

glass blocks which act as total absorption 

counters. The .l.cnd glass bl.ocks are side by 

side in the bend plane, so one sees high mo- 

mentum electrons, the other low. Figure 7 

sh~s the spectrum of 19.4 GeV el.ectrons 

scattered at 4 0 obtained with a high resolu- 

tion spectrometer in 1975. The blocks mark- 

ed ThHI and TALO show momentum acceptance 

of the two glass counters when the central 

momentum of the spectrometer is set at 14.5 

GeV, with the quadrul>nle setting used in the 

! 
Dcuferium 

1.6 Torgsl 

6: 4.0 deg. 
F n = 19.4 GeV 

r /I ‘\ (19733 I 

I \ 
\ 

Foil ,--+--I-~ 
1 (1978)l I 1 ‘. 

12.5 15.0 17.5 20.0 

Fall 1978 runs. In the earlier run, the ~~~~ E’ (GeV) ,.‘D.I 

quadrupole vas set to a lower vnlue (to max- 

im?zc counting rate) and the published 
Figure 7 
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Slits are mounted in front cf the spectrometer and just after the qusclrupolc 

to minimize baclq~,rouiids. Photo-produced TI- sccompnny the electrons through th? 

~pectromctcr. Smal.1 corrections arc made based UT-: the measur~~l plion :Jields and asym- 

metrj es. 

!k masure the change in cross section with lIeUcity as a difference in yield 

for the tcJo polarization states of tire beam. WJ obr,erve thp yieid of scattered pazti- 

c:les for pulses of right-ha!;deti electroris (helicit:; = i-1) and of If::?-handed electrons 

and cal~cl:l ate the asynmctry , th? difference divibzd by the sum. 

To attain the required s t.a'iistical precisioil of a fpw parts per lnillion in the 
11 

asynmctry the yiel.ds have to be based on dats sam~li~s cnnt:;injng about 10 ever. t s . 

To accumilnte this ii~an~: events in a reasomhle time requires coilnI;ing rates of tile 

order of 1000 events per (1 >;sec) beam pul.sC. Cnn-ventiona!. couzting tec!ir,iqlies are, 

therefore, not appropriate. 1~~ o~ir couii ters , T.;c' inicyratc the to:al Light output 

for an accelerator pulse and use this signal as a lileasul-e of the number oi- elecirons 

in the counter. We carefu1I.y investigated the rcsponFe of tlie counters to bc sure 

that t?:c signa1.s varied linearly with the naniber of scattt:red pal-titles as!d also 

that the vnri.ation in observed yield for coristnnt hem current was consi.stent wi.t!i 

the expected statistical fluctuatiorl in the umber of scattered particles. 

0.2 
--I 

______ 

Shower Cou!-,?er 
Relcfive Widih vs i/p0 

F/P 

0.1 

0 

I_ - 

0 0.5 1.0 

Vfio (mAI ,,I,.. 

Figure 8 

The latter test is crucial to our 

estimation of statistical errors on the 

measured asymmetry. Some test results 

are shown in Figure 8. The solid line is 

not a fit, but a calculation hased on the 

response of the counter to single scattered 

electrons, and it is evident that the ob- 

served fluctuations are consistent with 

expectations. 

For a given beam pulse the integrated 

output of a counter Ni divided by the oea- 

surcd charge for that pulse is a mc‘nsure 

of the scattered electron yield (\ghic!l is 

proportkmal to cross section). Eacll beam 
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1. 1 tage applied to the I’oc~c~~s ccl pulse is tagged "t." or ':-'I corres;7aixcling to the vo 

We accumulate two distributions of the yield 

A 
<Y“-> - <u-> = -.L._----- 

exp <y+> + <Y-> 

I 
where <Y+> is the mean of the Y 

+ 
distribution. The error is obtained from the 

distribution of Y where A<Y> = ilY/iG. Tests with unpolarized (SLAC gun) beam 

showed no significant asymmetries. 

With pol.arized beams, we do observe significant asymmetries, Dividing X exp ' 
the observed asymmetry, by P 

e' the beam polarization, we arrive at the physics asym- 

metry 

: the differential cross R, 
section for x-i g'ht-hai-ided 
electroi; scattering 

for the case where positive voltage on the Pockels cell corresponds to right-handed 

helicity at the target. 

CHECKS OF THE l-rEI,lCITY DEPENDENCE -----____.-_I~-- 

By rotating the p!ane of polarization of the light entering the Poclcels cell 

we can vary the helicity of the electrons for a fixed Pockels cell voltage and 

test the fast reversal system. If we rotate the plane polarization by 45' we will 

get no circular polarization of the light coming out of the Pockels' cell and 

2 10-Q . I I I 
0 Ccrenkov Counter 

0 Shaver Counter / 4 / ‘\ 

10-a - I/ 
I 

2 
I’ 

Prism 
K 

I’ 

$ o----+- 
-4 i 

Orientation 

Q: 
0 I’ go (degrees) 

/I 

-10-4 - / 

\ / t 
/I 

. 

Figure 9 

therefore no net electron llelicity so the 

experimental asymmetry should vanish. For 

a 90' rotati.on the helicity for positive 

Pockels cell voltage will change sign, and 

so will A exp ' since it is measured with re- 

spect to fockels cell voltage. Results of 

this test arc shown in Figure 9 for both 

the Cerenkov and TA counter with a 19.4 GeV - 

electron beam on deuterium. 

To a good approximation the counters 

see the same particles, so the results for 

a given prism orientation are not statisti- 

cally independent. The two typc?s of counters 

do have different responses to backgrounds, 
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howeve-f , 2Ild the faCtI thT3t the T!l+2FiSC?YCiilErltS agree well. confirms that backgrounds are 

small. This test is encouragin, o evi:iencc that the obr;er:Ted asymactry is due to hali- 

city. 

Figure 10 
A second stringent test can be made by re- 

peatj.ng the exp-rimeilt with different tea:!; cn- 

erg 1 c :; . The beam transport system connecting 

the l.jinac and the ex;>eriment bends the polarized 

electrons tllrough 24.5 0 . Hecawc of the anona- 

lous magnetic moment of the cl.ectr-on, its spin 

prcccsses in the transport system, reversing 

direction each time the beam energy is increased 

by 3.237 CeV. Figure 10 S?iOWS that this reversal 

actu3l.l.y does occur. (Since the mean value. of 

Q2 is different for the c!iffercnt energicc, we 

divide A exp by Q2, which should remove the 0 2 

-----A 
This is strong evidence that the 

-------L.- 
dependence. > 

,, 
16.2 13.4 22.2 effects are helicity dependent. 

, -7. E. (GeV) ,a,>., 

RESiJLTS -- 

Combining the data at 19.4 GeV and 22.2 GeV we obtained a value fos 

A/U2 =(-9.5 + 1.6) li 10 -5 

E - E, 
at an average value of y = ---- = 0.21. 

EO 

Small corrections were made for beam para- 

meter asymmetries (3.3X), 1: backgrounds (2X), and radi.ative effects (3%). In the 

standard model this value of A/Q2 corresponds to a value of sin2Eiii = 0.20 2 0.03, in 

good agreement with the value of ttlis parameter in ncutrino experircents. 

In the full of 1978 we continued the measurements for kinematics which cover a 

range in y. These measurements were made with E =: 19.4 for three settings of the 
0 

spectrometer momentum. The data were analyzed for each half of the lead glass total 

absorption counter, resulting in six measurements of the asymmetry, We also reanalyzed 

the Spring dntaxfor the separate lead glass counters, and Table11 summarizes the re- 

su1t.s. The largest fraction of the errors comes from countiilg statistics. Three types 

of systematic error can cause point to point variation in data: a) imbalance in beam 

parameters (average of -0.025A);b) uncertainty in bac!iground subtractions (average 

-0.03h) and;c) uncertainty in polarization (0.025A). These errors are combined in 

quadrature at each point and are added (linearly) to the statistical error. An addi- 

tional uncertainty in the polarization measurement corresponds to a 5% uncertainty in 

the scale common to all asynlmetrjes,~~~lich is not included in the errors given in the -- 
tLab1.e. 
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For an isoscalar target like dcuteriuin, tile cocifficients a1 2nd a2 are expected 

to be c011sta11ts. In the standard model 

-5 -2 “1 = -8.94 x 10 GeV (9/5 - 4 sin23) 

“2 = -8.94 x 1O-5 GeV -2 
9/5 (1 - 4 sin2Ei) 

In Figure 11 we show our data along with some fits. Tile data is consistent bTit.11 

the standard ('J-S) model and gives a value of sin23 
IJ 

= 0.224 i: 0.02. Tl-ii.~s corresponds 

to the vertical lir:? dra31 t:-,roii;;h t'ne neutrino dCtaxjn3ti ii13 of sin 2 c ::. ,LI in Firurc 1. 

The hybrid model contair;s a heavy lepton in a doublet wit:: t!~c rigllt-handed electron. 

This Gill not change any predictions for neutrinos, but COLI~~ account for the absence 

of parity violation in the early atomi~c physics ctxperimcnts. Such a modcel i.s not Sup-- 

ported by the present data. The other curve s!~ovn on the graph is ;i best fi.t to the 

form of the Qquation for A/Q2 wlic r e 

= (-9.7 I! 3.6) x 10 -5 
a I 

-5 
“2 = ( 4.9 1;: 8.1) x 10 
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j j, -- -- -IJi 

y-----’ 
.,:L 
il 

---L------- - I- .-------..l-------&-J 

0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 

Figure 11. Asymmetries measured at three incident energies are plotted 
against y = (EO - E')/l&. The total. error bar gives tile combi1;ed stztis- 
tic&l and systematic error. The inner error corresponds to the statisti- 
cal errors only. The darn are compared with th? standard (!iei.I?Serrg-Sa!ani) 
model and the hybrid model. In each case sin2? 

The two--parameter model-indcl;xndcn"t- 
has been adjusted to 

minimize x 2 . fit (see text) is also 
shown. Kot shown in the f&ure is an overall :;cale uncertaint:r of 5% 
ari.sing from er-rors in the determination of t!le electron polarization. 

Figure 12 shows contours of constant x2 for the two (correlated) variables al 

AlId a2. The standard model is shown as a straigit line passing throu$i tile re;;ion 

Of high x2 probability. In dt~teanining the Value cf t?,.! from these results the use 

of the quark model in the analysis may be a significant source of ersor. The question 

has been treated by several. au-thors (16) , and,using their resu!ts,we find that errors 
3 

from this source are probably no greater than our quoted error on sinLe w, but could 

be of comparable size. 
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Figure 12 

,,,,A, 

We conclude that our data is in agreement with the model of C:einberg and Salam, 

and that the best value of sin 2 0 w for our data is in excellent agreement with the 

average values of that parameter deduced from neutrino experiments. 

In spite of the impressive agreement of the e-d results with the standard model, 

experimental work on the weak electron-hadron interaction is obviously just beginning. 

Several theorists (17) have stressed the need for phenonenological analysis of the neutral 

current couplings, Parity non-conservation experiments involving electrons and hadrons 

can be described using four coupling constants beg ed cu ed eu 
AV' EAV' cVAT cVA where cVA refers to 

the coupling of the vector electron current to the axial vector up quark current etc. 

Linear combinations of these constants &, $, q, 2, can be chosen to refer to axial and 

vector electron currents coupling to the currents of isovector and isoscalar confi- 

gurations. 
ed a = c;; - CA" (I = 1) 
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The deep ine1as::j.c c?xper-iizenL:; provide a di.rcct i::easurzmtint of the interaction 

bewren electrons arrd the basic quarks (in t.he quark-parton rnodci) . From the e-d 

results we obtain 

While the errors are still large,the quark-pc;rton model uncer:a<r!ties referred to a+jove 

l-ix-it: the usefulness of pushing im:~cdiatcly :or cuch pore accurate data. It rvould be 

interesting to check the asymmetry at h-iL;hcar 4 2 Lo verify ttlat tI;e q2 dependence is as 

anticipated. Expcrimenis on hydrogen targets give sir;Ll.ar information, but with an 

expected dependence on F2"'(x)/F 2eqx). 

Asymmetries in e1asti.c electron scattering flYOi3 nuclei can be effective in iSO- 

lating particlar spin and is0 spin states. In general the asymmetries in such esperi- 

ments arise Zrc,m tI!e u&<cZ ~,ecf,or electron CxrZents and depend on nuclear form fact- 

ors (I') L , For the special case of spir, zero, isospin zero nuclei, t!le form f:?ctors drop 

out and one obtains the isoscalar combinati.on of cc.up!.ing constants (EAV e" f E::) di- 

rectly. The rapid decrease in nuclear cross secticiils with Q2 drives the cx;perislr?nts 

to low val.ues of Q2, and consequel?tly very small asysmctries. (The proposal. at r)ates 

to look at C 12 elastic scattering expects an ssymrl:cltry of -2 x 10 -6 or some 50 times 

smaller than that observed at SL4C.) For electron-proton elastic scattering the elec- 

tric (GE) scattering is s-imi1arl.y dominazed b: isoschl.ar contributions, but the mag- 

netic (GH) scattering is dominated by ' lsovector terms & s is the case in deep inelastic 

scattering. 

The excitation of specific levels by inelastic scattering of polarized electrons 

can also be studied. Generally the situation will b e even more complex than in elastic 

scattering. For transitions from i.nitial states which have Jp = !I+ to another O+ state 

with the same isospin the asymmetries will be similar to those for elastic scattering, 

but the experiments arc probably more difficult. A more interesting case is Of-+ Of 

isospin,in w?lich case the asymmetry will be proportional to (E 
eu ed 

with a change in AV - EA") * 

A combination of these results with results from elastic scattering will allow separ- 

ate determination of the individual constants. In prjncjple, the transitions from 

o++ o- are interesting because they contain strong cor:-$ributions from zX?ctor electron 

currents but experimentally the outlook seems rather bleak. It appears that scattering 

experiments with longitudinal.ly polarized electrons wil.1 be ~:ost useful. in further 

studies of the axial. vcccor electron (vector quark) currenlls. 

Two other experiments should be mentioned, namely,electron-electron (Pl~ller) 

scattering where one of the electrons is polarized, and e+e- annihi.lation into p+~-. 

In each case Z. exchange can occur and, since the processes are purely leptonic, they 

are exceLLent tests for theory. In the standard model, Pi@ller scattering gives asym- 

metries proportional to ( 1 - 4 sin20W), which is close to zeta for 2 sin 6W -0.23 '_ 0 q?' . i -, . 
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Ato!;lic physics exp~ri~l(?iIt>: are closely related to ihe scattering exL)erjments. 

The heavy al-OX expcrimcmts a~:e mostly sensi tive to axj.al electron current isoscalar (Tr) 

t c rlils . Difficult theoretical calcula tio;?s of- the el.ectronic configu-i ations arc rcciui rpc! 

to extract accurate quantitative answers. in t?li- proposed I?, .‘. ;3lld D2, aton?j.c experiments 

one can l-rave much mo.re confjdenc.e in the thr:oretj.cal. frarwwork, but the expcrimcnrs 

~~ieak-electromagnetic interfermc.cr experiments suFp1.y :~f;.i infornation about neutral 

currents. The funciaxwntal jmpertnnce of gauge theories 2nd ~,~~al;.-cl.eCtl-omagi!c'iic unifi- 

cation justifies extl-aordjnnl’y efforts to study mere e,;a:np I-es of this j.ntel:fc~riince. Tile 

next crucial test of the sta::dard model j.s likely to come when col.lidi.ng bean: mchincs 

reach the energies where the massive intcrmediatc bosons cai; be directly produced. ‘1i:i i 

Could ilappen at the CEU collider within 3 cclupl:+ of years, hut dctnilcd studies of th(l 

% wj.l.1 likely have to waj.t. for colljding electron-?:ositron beams of s1u.i table c;nergy. 
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